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18. SOUTH AMERICAN INDIAN LINGUISTICS AT THE TURN OF THE
SEVENTIES
ARTHUR P. SORENSEN, JR.

INTRODUCTION
At the outset of the seventies, information on South American
lndian languages is best regarded as inconsistent. Data vary in usefulness. Few languages are well described; many languages are
poorly described. Figuratively speaking, the linguistic map of South
America remains impressionistic at best. While individual languages can be spotted on it, and while obviously similar languages
can be combined into modest language fami1ies generally acceptable to most linguists, nevertheless the data are wholly inadequate
for the rigorous demonstration that they fit into more comprehensive linguistic stocks or phyla. Any large-scale solution of the
classification of South American Indian languages is still really premature. This paper is, then, a survey of this shaky setting.
A brief review will be made here on the scope of South American
linguistics, and on stereotypes likely ·t o be encountered, explicitly
or implicitly, in the literature or in person. The main focuses of
the paper will be on some sociolinguistic areas of inquiry, and
on problems underlying the description and classification of South
American lndian languages. The viewpoints held are that good
descriptions of phonologies and morphologies of languages are
needed, and that classifications must ultimately be provable by the
comparative method.
The major bibliographic sources that list the inventory of South
American lndian languages are: Mason (1950), McQuown
(1955), Tax (1958 and 1960), and Loukotka (1968). The few
maps currently available are Mason (1950: presently unavailable
except in reference rooms), Loukotka ( 1968: available through
the Association of American Geographers, 1146 Sixteenth Street
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036; $3.00); and the Greenberg pres-
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entation of tentative phyla in the Steward and Faron textbook
( 1959). (See the section on basic bibliography under "Setting Up
a Sample Problem" for additional sources.)

SCOPE
Two to three thousand names of languages have been reported
in the arcbival materiais. No doubt many of these are alternate
names for the sarne languages; others are probably names of dialectal variants of already accounted languages. Loukotka cites
1492 names of languages. Perhaps 300 or 400 languages are
spoken at the present time; a few more are yet to be "discovered."
They are distributed among some 65 language families (following
Mason 1950, who, however, leaves ambiguous statuses for language isolates-languages that form one-language families in themselves by being apparently unrelated to any other languages: see
Voegelin and Voegelin 1965); or among 77 "stocks" and 44 "isolated languages" (following Loukotka as of 1968); or among 4
phyla (Greenberg, in Steward and Faron 1959). Some of these
languages are disappearing, or even being e1iminated through genocide; a few, such as Quechua, continue to spread to people who
previously did not know them; but many-including some spoken
by only a few hundred people each-appear to be "quietly holding
their own."
Indian languages are spoken on the South American continent
from the border of Panam a ( several thousand Cuna and Choco
speakers) right down to Tierra dei Fuego ( eight people are reported still to use Selknam, the language of the Y ahgan, with each
other) . The aboriginal languages of the Caribbean islands were of
South American Indian families; one South American Indian Ianguage family ( Chibchan) "spills over" into Central America. The
geographic distribution of South American Indian languages ranges
from a broad, continuous spread covering a sizable-and intemational- area of the central Andes (largely filled in by Quechua),
through more regionally defined areas in Paraguay (Guaraní) and
Chile ( Araucanian), or along some of the upper reaches of the
major rivers of South America-the Amazon, Orinoco, Paraná; to
the spotty areas of enclave groups surrounded by Spanish speakers
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in the hilly terrain immediately away from the spine of the Andes
( e.g., in southem Colombia); to the patches of more and more
isolated communities in the remote headwaters of the major rivers
of South America.
About the only places where lndian languages are not spoken
are in the large cities (but La Paz, Cuzco, Quito, and even Lima
are exceptions) ; coastal areas in general ( again with exceptions) ;
in the countryside around most capitals and larger cities ( except
in Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, southem Colombia, and Paraguay); and
in a broad belt of European settlement reaching from southem
Brazil and Uruguay to Argentina-where, however, such languages
as German, Italian, American English, British English are spoken
in addition to Portuguese and Spanish. Even in the latter case there
are some areas of heavy European settlement where Indian languages may be found after all-Guaraní in Paraguay and Araucanian in Chile being notable examples.
Although they are not Indian languages, certain other languages
should be mentioned, at least in passing, for full coverage. CreoIized languages are spoken in the Caribbean (including Creole
French, Creole English, and Papiamentu), and a creole language,
Taki Taki, is spoken in Guyana by the Djuka, a reconstituted African tribal society. There- are one or two enclave communities
in Brazil ( and one formerly in eastern Cuba) where Yoruba and
perhaps Ibo, originally brought from West Africa, are reportedly
still spoken. There are also sizable communities where such languages as Hindustani, Cantonese, Hakka, and Japanese are spoken.
At least one community in south central Patagonia has retained
Welsh for slightly over a hundred years now. Arabic, brought by
the "Sirianos" or Lebanese, has probably pretty much phased out
by now. Dutch is important in parts of the Caribbean and in
Surinam. English and German have phased out among some families several generations resident in South America, but still retained
by others. A careful compilation of data on non-lndian, non-Latin
languages remains to be done.

STEREOTYPES AND MYTHS
Information beld by the non-Indian Latin American layman
about Indian languages is often engulfed in stereotypes and myths,
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many of which have percolated through, affecting tbe general literature. The anthropological and linguistic fieldworker certainly
has to cope with them in explaining bis work there. Indian languages popularly are considered dialectos by non-Indians, and
while the basic colloquial usage of this term refers to forms of
unwritten speech spoken in restricted areas and by restricted numbers of people, the connotative extensions of this tenn suggest ideas
of primitiveness (because the speakers have technologically primitive cultures), non-legibility (because the language has not been
"reduced" to writing), no "grammar," deficient vocabulary, impreciseness of expression (witness Indians trying to speak Spanish:
"el papa, el mama'' whereas "el" should be used only with masculine "papa'' and "la" should be used with feminine "mama''),
inexpressibility of nuances of thought (no subjunctives), and
quaint to objectionable status ("Le confieso con toda franqueza
que mi bisabuela sí sabía hablar un dialecto, y era india,": "I
[ must] in all frankness confess [admit] to you that [I had a] greatgrandmother [who] did indeed know how to speak a ~dialect'and was an Indian").
Words that are lacking in the dialecto are thought to be borrowed haphaza.rdly from Spanish, grammatical fonns to have been
modeled from Spanish. One belief in some Colombian non-Indian
folklore, for example, is that ali babies originally start to speak
castellano only to be subverted into speaking something else (perhaps, nobly, into speaking English); it is even more strongly held
among some Colombians that the adequate leaming of Spanish
by an lndian will automatically cause him to· forget his Indian
dialecto. A few disappointed Latin American missionaries from
Spanish-speaking families who had noted the unexpected clinging
of Indians to Indian languages even after learning good Spanish
attributed this to Indian stubbomness. This widespread, popular
deprecation of unwritten, but spoken South American Indian languages in South America is probably at the base of a prevalent
North American myth that the South American Indian "dialects"
are nothing but kinds of underdeveloped or even deteriorated
Spanish.
Some historically known facts have also provided precedents that
have subsequently approached almost mythical proportions in lay
thinking, but which are valuable leads for anthropologists. One
precedent that influences linguistics and anthropology is based on
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the fact that the peaceful Arawak-speaking Indians whom Columbus encountered ( though not yet called Arawaks) were actively
being encroached upon and preyed upon ( and eaten) by the cannibalistic Caribs, and that the Caribs had displaced or replaced the
former in the Lesser Antilles during the preceding few generations.
The population of a large area of northem South America was
thereafter found to speak similar Ianguages-eventually called
Arawak-and this area, too, was found to be spotted with Carib
intrusions. These accounts led Brinton ( 1891) to suggest that the
attacks of the Caribs against the Arawaks must not only have
forced Arawaks to retreat into the Antilles but into remote refuge
areas of the continent as well. It was readily inferred that there
must have been repercussions all over the Iowlands right up to
the borders of the highland Inca empire and Chibcha chiefdoms.
Long before Brinton introduced the dynamic situation of the Arawaks and Caribs to the anthropological literature, any number of
travelers in the Amazon and Orinoco had already recorded their
vocabularies with the implicit intention of determining whether they
had been deáling with Arawaks or with cannibalistic Caribs. To
the colonial Spaniards, carib meant "cannibal," and was an excuse
for taking slaves.
tntimate origins of Arawaks from Polynesia (Rivet 1925a,
1925b, et seq. ) and of Caribs from Melanesia (Gladwin 1947)
remain dubious. But newer data and less speculative inferences
from the distributions of the languages of both groups make the
problem of tracing their origins more intriguing than ever. If the
age-area hypothesis appltes, then G. Kingsley Noble's survey of
Arawakan languages ( 1965) points to the remotest headwaters
of the Amazon in the Montaiía of Ecuador and Peru as the area
from which proto-Arawak:an had spread, because that is where
the most divergent (reflecting, hence, the longest isolation and
concomitant development or evolution) of the Arawakan languages
occur [cf. Lathrap, pp. 92- 93-Ed.]. Some anthropologists and
linguists might speculate instead that these languages bear witness
to the earliest Arawakan-speaking populations to flee from the
Caribs. Still others feel that the Montafia represents only an outlying remnant of a much larger original area of prototype Arawakan languages. The latest theoretician to deal with the Arawak
and Carib question is Lathrap ( 1970), who, using bis own first-
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band archaeological knowledge obtained in the Amazon to reinterpret Noble (1965), suggests that the Arawakan languages
spread from the region of the confiuence of the Río Negro with
the Amazon near present-day Manáus (near to where Noble hypothesizes that the Maipuran branch of Arawakan developed)
when the Caribs, who he thinks carne from farther downriver, proceeded to attack them.
The dynamic situation of the agricultural Arawaks perennially
being chased by the Caribs has been suggested as a central theme
for tracing the possible development of agriculture and its cliffusion
(e.g., among others: Brinton 1891, Meggers and Evans 1957,
Sauer 1950, Lathrap 1970).

SOCIOLINGUISTIC INQUIRIES: THE STRUCTURAL
AND FUNCTIONAL ROLES OF LANGUAGES IN THEIR
LARGER SOCIAL AND CULTURAL SETTINGS
South America, to be sure, boleis no monopoly in its variety of
settings, but the historical background to its political development
does seem to predispose it for the stressing of certain dimensions.
ln order to present a cursory overview of language and culture problems in South America, the writer will set up two dimensions with varying degrees of interplay as a scaffolcling on which
to locate them. (lntense involvement ata given point in the scale
of one dimension does not necessarily mean intense involvement
at the corresponclingly elaborate point in the scale of the other
climension; rather, the two climensions should be regarded as reference lines that are separable "near their ends" but that can define
areas of probable confiict between some of their stretches.) One
dimension will be that of the bilingualism-or potential bilingualism
-with which the speakers of a given lnclian language may be involved: the range of variations of this are monolingualism, diglossia, bilingualism proper, and poly- or multilingualism. The other
dimension could elaborately be labeled "politicosociolinguistics,"
or official policy toward Inclian-and other-languages, because the
roles of Inclian languages in the national societies which claim the
lnclians speaking them may be presented according to the degrees
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of political involvement they are allowed in those nations. The
range of variations are: official statuses of suppression and repression, non-recognition, indifference, "reluctant" recognition, recognition to various degrees, full official recognition, and (perhaps
in the future) even promotional recognition. Conditioning all this
are the degrees of subtlety brought into play in connection with
the politicoreligious statuses and activities of linguistic missionaries,
which affect the role of the non-missionary anthropologist or linguist who wants to work in South America. Some linguistic
missionaries have privileged positions through their private governmental contracts with some South American govemµients, and may
be regarded by some nationals as de facto political parties in Indian areas.
Just as the reader may have to cope with skeptical opinions
conceming the endowments of "primitive languages," or languages
of people with primitive technologies, among educated laymen elsewhere, the reader should expect to encounter anachronistic stereotypes and depreciatory attitudes-and occasional romantic mythsconceming South American Indian languages in South American
,,.
literature. Such ethnocentric stereotypes lie in the background of
whatever political statuses may be accorded to Soutb American
Indian languages in some countries. A strong "monolingual tradition" exists in South America: the writer has heard one old-school
( and non-linguistic) missionary teacher disgustedly exclaim that
the Indians in this region of his country were so backward that
their children carne to school without even being able to speak
their own "mother tongue," Spanish!

QUECHUA

Quechua is the language of the descendants of the Incas. It is
spoken by at least eight million people-several times more than
any other Indian language in the Americas. Its main area is in
the highlands of Bolívia, Peru, and Ecuador; the periphery of its
area includes southem highland Colombia and occasional spots
down along the west coast of Peru; its use has spread to northemmost Chile and Argentina, and is still spreading to people who
previously did not know it in the Peruvian and Bolivian lowlands
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east of the Andes. ln its Iong history, Quechua displaced many
other Indian languages no longer spoken (see Rowe 1954). ln
the highlands of Peru and Bolivia, it is estimated that 80% of the
population speak it or can speak it, and that at least 90% of the
population understand it. Maybe some 50% of the population
know Quechua only.
The outstanding problem that the speakers of Quechua faced
until recently was the refusal of their govemments to give any real,
operative official status to Quechua-despite the fact that more than
half the population in Peru and over 80% of the population in
Bolivia spoke it. But in the Bolivian revolution of 1953, Quechua
was made a second national language, and speeches can be given
in congress in it. And at the close of the 1970 Congress of Americanists in Lima, Peru, President Velasco announced the official
beginning of a program in bilingual education-especially in the
highlands-in Peru. No one is misled about the difficulties in training teachers and preparing primers for such a system, and it will
take years to get it going properly, but the important factor is
that now Quechua has official sanction. This does not mean that
some degree of bilingual education has not already been going on,
especially in the lowest grades, where children are taught Spanish
by Quechuas who themselves have learned Spanish.
Quechua has been recognized as a "critica! language" in the
United States, because it is spoken by over a million people, while
very few people in the United States speak it. There are now two
or three important centers of Quechua training in the United States,
and a number of specialists in it. Peace Corps training for Peru
and (formerly) Bolívia includes training in Quechua.
Problems attendant with the developing of national education
projects in Quechua are problems of standardization -from which
dialect or dialects will the standard form be drawn? -what orthography should be used? -etc. There are already factions and partisans on these issues. There is local pride in Quechua all over
the highlands; there is even a sense of a prestigious dialect, that
of Cuzco ( although even in Cuzco there are subdialects). What
should take place is recognition of all regional forms of Quechua
rather than the promulgation of a prescriptive norm. But prescription will surely be projected by educators into the problem. Quite
a bit of sophisticated work is now being done in Quechua and
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its dialects both by Peruvians and non-Peruvians: e.g., Escribens
and Proulx (1970), Lastra (1968), Parker (1965), Stark (1969).
GUA.RANÍ

Guaraní presents a very different situation. Guaraní is spoken
by over two million people in Paraguay and in adjacent portions
of Argentina and Brazil; in addition, a dialectal variant of Guaraní,
called variously Tupí, Geral, or Nheengatú, is spoken in severa!
places in Brazil-including spots along the Amazon-where it was
taken by the early J esuit missionaries and where it has not yet
been entirely replaced by Portuguese. But here we will be concemed with the case of Guaraní in Paraguay.
The unique history of Paraguay lies behind the widespread use
of Guaraní there. Paraguay was one place where Spaniard and
Indian were compatible with each other and immediately formed
a blended society-where the Spaniards actually added to the aboriginal society rather than replacing parts of it after having
suppressed them (as elsewhere in South America) ; it was an ec,o nomically unattractive area, and soon was left out of the main
lines of trade and influence to become an isolated country-and
even a forbidden country. ln this climate, the use of Guaraní survived. It not only survived, but took a complementary position
with Spanish. Almost everybody in Paraguay speaks both Guaraní
and Spanish. Both languages, of course, are official; even bilingualism may be said to be offi.cially sanctioned. People alternate between them in conversations depending on the situational context
-depending on where they have met, under what auspices, and
depending on the topic being discussed ( see Rubin 1968). ln general, Spanish tends to be used for formal affairs, such as business,
and Guaraní for informal affairs, such as friendship and expression
of love. Spanish may be used for the formal beginnings of courtship
and Guaraní used in the later, more familiar stages. Nevertheless,
some families ordinarily use Spanish at home, others Guaraní. If
the alternation between using Spanish and using Guaraní in a given
situation is not handled properly, the speaker can be identified
as belonging to the lower class. It is interesting to note that Paraguayans who speak Spanish at home and who would otherwise
greet and talk with each other largely in Spanish in Paraguay will
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use Guaraní when meeting each other outside of Paraguay. Paradoxically, despite its comfortably stable position in Paraguayan
culture, Guaraní currently is little used on radio or television.
MULTILINGUALISM IN THE NORTHWEST AMAZON

An extensive multilingualism situation with culturally prescribed
polylingualism in the individual exists among the riverine lndians
found in the central northwest Amazon (Sorensen 1967, 1971).
This area is here defined as the drainage system of tbe Vaupés
River and adjacent areas in Colombia and Brazil, and perhaps
southemmost Venezuela. The· region is occupied by over twentyfive "tribes," each possessing its own language, e.g., Barasana,
Desano, Karapana, Kubeo, Piratapuyo, Tariano, Tukano, Tuyuka,
Yebamahsa, and Yurutí among others. (Many of these languages
belong to the Bastem Tukanoan language family, on which the
writer initiated modem descriptive work; nonetheless, some languages belong to other language families.) Bach of these linguistically identifiable units is exogamous-marriage within the "tribe"
would be considered incestuous ( except among the Kubeo, among
whom nevertheless a carefully prescribed system exists [see Goldman 1950, 1963]). This means that every husband-wife pair represents a father and a mother who come from different linguistically
distinct groups who then provide their children with a minimally
bilingual exposure. ln addition, one of the languages, Tukano,
has spread as a lingua franca ( and not in pidginized forro) and
is generally known throughout the area. Such languages as Spanish,
Portuguese, and Tupí-Guaraní also serve as linguae francae, but
they are much less general and each is restricted in its distribution
within the area ( e.g., Spanish in Colombia and Portuguese in
Brazil). There is a strong sense of identification of ''tribe" with
language that helps support the institutionalized multilingualism.
Sporadic attempts by old-school missionaries in the past to suppress Indian languages on the maio rivers only served to reinforce
the vitality of these languages. Mission policy has recently
changed, due to support of vemacular languages by the Vatican
II Council, and the use of Indian languages is now being encouraged; in addition, a group of linguistic missionaries of a rival religion has recently entered the area and has penetrated into the
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backriver areas where the established missionaries had met strong
resistance, thereby intensifying the creditability of lndian languages. The fact that neither Spanish nor Portuguese serves the
entire area as a lingua franca, but that Tukano, an Indian language,
does, also reinforces the institution.
Incidentally, the particular patteming of language distribution
in an individual's repertoire indicates some rethinking in the extant
literature on what is to be implied by "mother tongue." It should
be realized that almost every individual among the Indians of the
Vaupés has a "father tongue" that is separately identifiable from
bis mother tongue; that he identifies himself with his father-tongue
group; and that because of preferential classificatory cross-cousin
marriage he is quite likely to acquire a spouse from bis mothertongue group. Even though a mother uses (primarily) her husband's language with her children (their father tongue)-and her
own language secondarily with them-the underlying implications
of the multilingual situation preclude calling this language a
"mother tongue," nor is it referred to as such by a native speaker.
ÜTHER BILINGUAL AND MULTILINGUAL SITUATIONS

J

Other cases both of incidental bilingualism and of pattemed bilingualism, and possibly of multilingualism, also occur in South
America. The best-known of these is the historically reported case
among the Carib where men spoke Carib and women spoke Arawak. Of course, each understood the other. The Arawak derived
from the many women who had originated as captives taken from
the Arawak. The separable use of the two languages became institutionalized along sex lines. Note, however, that the "Carib"
spoken by the modem-day Caribbean descendants of these people
is an Arawakan and not a Cariban language.
The occurrence of severa! languages among people who are in
contact with each other in the upper Xingú region in Brazil has
been reported. The extent of the multilingual situation, and whether
its associated bilingualism or polylingualism is incidental or patterned is not known.
A trilingual situation exists in Puno, on the northwestem,
Peruvian shore of Lake Titicaca. Wbile in some areas of Peru
and Bolivia such trilingualisin may be the incidental result of over-
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lap of Aymara-Spanish bilingualism with Quechua-Spanish bilingualism, in Puno it more probably represents a modem-day
derivative of a more ancient Aymara-Quechua bilingualism with
Spanish later added.
Bilingualism involving Quechua is not new. It is well known that
the Incas brought Quechua as their goveming language to the Indians whom they conquered, and that their Quechua actually replaced a number of former languages (see Rowe 1954). At the
present time, as Quechua-speaking migrants continue to spread into
the Montaiía and lowlands of Peru and Bolivia, the use of Quechua
again is spreading, and other Indians with whom Quechua-speakers
come in contact can be expected to become bilingual in Quechua.
Knowledge of both Spanish and English by modern Carib-speaking
Indians in the Guiana highlands area of Guyana, Surinam, Venezuela, and Cayenne has been noted in recent travei stories and
in occasional reports. Whether this is incidental or follows a pattem
is not known.
Travei accounts indicate that the few remaining Yahganspeakers also know good English, and that they may know Spanish
as well. Southem Patagonia and Tierra dei Fuego are, incidentally,
areas where the use of English is widespread.

POOR STATUS OF DESCRIPTIONS
The classification of South American Indian languages and the
tracing of their origins is hampered by the inadequate, underdifferentiated recordings of the data on which most language descriptions have been based. The archival and published materiais which
until recently have formed the bulk of these descriptions ex.bibit
the results of falling into all the pitfalls threatening untrained linguists. And some "descriptions" merely amount to brief, poorly
taken .....word lists. Only recently have trained or partially trained
linguists begun to work in South America. But even they, while
avoiding the classic pitfalls, ali too often muddle their descriptions
with orthograpbic and other methodological deviations. ln general,
the stage of poor, unrepresentative descriptions made by prescientific linguists is now giving way, but only to that of medíocre,
programmatic descriptions by partially trained ( and sometimes
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"mass-produced") linguists. Very few descriptions exist in which
complete confidence may be placed.
The problems in poor descriptions may conveniently be etched
out under three rubrics: those of phonology, morphology ( and syntax), and-obfuscating these-orthography. The major problems in
phonology are those of underdifferentiated phonetics, of underdifferentiated phonemics, and of transcriptions which while not narrow nevertheless are sporadically overdifferentiated. The major
problems in the orthography of the transcriptions or recordings
are those of projections of inconsistent spelling <levices from other
written languages to form three-way spelling conflicts with phonetic
transcription and phonemic transcription. The major problems in
morphology are "wild" morphemic cuts; grammatical categories
completely missed, or misidentified, or projected from some other
language; forced grammatical categories; or even categories derived
from their English glosses.
The immediate major problem in phonology is "lack of ear"the failure to discem all the sounds of a language, and the unwitting
readiness to let some subtleties of sound be adjudged as mispronunciations, slurs, or slips of the informant's tongue. Aspirated
consonants are regularly missed, or taken as "normal" pronunciations of the unaspirated version of the consonants when in a
stressed or emphatic position: [ t] and [th] are, then, not distinguished. (Some languages, in the future, will be found to contain
both unaspirated and aspirated series of consonants.) Consonantal
length may easily be missed: [ t] vs. [tt]. Some types of spirants
are likely to be missed or reinterpreted as slurred pronunciations
of their homorganically corresponding stop consonants: [ q,] and
[,B] with [f] and [b]; [8] and [8] with [t] and [d]. Trills and
laterais (various kinds of [r] and [l] sounds) are likely to be confused with dental and alveodental nasais (i.e., with "kinds of [n]").
That nasais may be fortis rather than lenis can be overlooked,
such that fortis nasais are likely to be confused with lenis trills (the
reverse of the case above) : fortis [n] vs. lenis [ r] ; fortis voiced
consonants are likely to be confused with pre-nasalized consonants
(fortis [n] with [nt]); etc. Central vowels are likely to be confused
with rounded back vowels-what should be transcribed as [i] and
[a] ( depending on whether they are unrounded or rounded, central, high vowels) may appear as (ü] or [õ]. Some nasalized vowels
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may be missed, and most glottaliz.ation ( or laryngealii.ation) of
vowels may be missed. Thus many languages deceptively described
as having a simple fi.ve-vowel system (i, e, a, o, u) may very well
really have nasalized and glottaHzed series of vowels as well as
plain ( non-nasalized) series of vowels and additional central
vowels such as i and ~. Diphthongs, especially in languages having central vowels, may be completely missed. Tonal systems are
notoriously missed; at most they may be very indirectly hinted at
by some sort of acute and grave stressed accent system (as in
English "hóthõuse"). And stress may be confused with tone.
Phonemic analysis carries its own host of problems. In the fi.rst
place, more than one feasible phonemic solution is possible in any
language ( Chao 1956). One always. has the privilege of interpreting
a nasalized series of vowels, for instance, either as so many more
vowels (/a/ vs. /f\/ phonemes), or as the plain vowels plus one
phoneme of nasality (/a/ vs. /aN/); (the phonemicist, of course,
should be able to posit theoretical reasons for bis preference of
one solution over the other for the given language). But for the
beginning phonemicist there remain problems of unsuspected introjection ("interference") of phonemic and allophonic classes and
subclasses from bis own language-thus he may fail phonemically
to distinguish /th / from /t/ if he is a native English-speaker /e/
from /e/ if a native Spanish-speaker, etc.-and this may appear
in bis preliminary publication.
One occasional problem of phonemic underdifferentiation may
occur in descriptions where the analyzer has been concemed with
theoretical models of description in which a morphophonemic consolidation of "sounds" is stressed. On the basis of a premature
phonemic solution-an attitude unfortunately fostered by some linguistic fi.eldwork courses-such an analyzer may overenthusiastically consolidate two phonemes into one "morphophoneme." In
one published case an analyst consolidated nasais with their corresponding voiced stops ( e.g., what descriptivists would call /m/
and, /b/) under the one morphophoneme //b//. Reading bis
"morphophonemic" transcription for the given language would be
like reading English / /bren/ / as either /mren/ "man" or /bren/
"ban" depending on context. The theoretical assumption is that
the native speaker-hearer of the language so described intuitively
sorts the choices out according to context as he speaks. But a
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reader may be left unaware of the phonetic shapes of the implied
phoneme-like units in such a description.
Another occasional problem, this time of phonemic overdifferentiation, may occur in descriptions when features of allophonic
variation are analyzed as phonemes in their own right. The situation where there is complex allophony taking place in sequential
segments may especially entice clever analysis. Such a case could
be represented by setting up English aspiration as a phoneme in
its own right, /H/, that pbonotactically occurs only after voiceless
stop consonants and has its own allophony of weaker and stronger
stress in syllables of medial and strong stress. "Potato" could then
phonemically be represented as /pH~tHéytow / rather than the
more conventional /p~téytow/ [ph~théitoQ]. Undoubtedly these
solutions are offered as genuine insights; tbey may even be accepted in orthographic transcription by informants because of the
enthusiasm of the linguist proffering them. But more often they
are fanciful overinterpretations of the data. One such case has
been explicated in a friendly, instructive way by Hockett (1959)
in bis criticism of tbe Agnew-Pike report (1957) on the phonemics
of Ocaina.
Also to be viewed with caution are suprasegmental phonemic
conditioning <levices to account for presumed consonantal and
vocalic harmony in word-length segments: statements of the sort
that the addition of an affix containing a nasal will impose a feature
of nasality on all vowels, or even consonants, in a word. Transcriptively this may be signaled with a nasal, prefix-like signature:
/dobu/ + /-ni/ = /Ndobu-ni/ for what otberwise could be written
as /dqbq-ni/ or /nqmq-ni/ (this example is hypothetical but
based on an actual case). Such analyses may or may not be overinterpretations of the data. At any rate, their transcriptions make
rough going for the reader collecting words or grammatical forros
from them.
Two principal types of orthographic problems show up in descriptions. One is the adoption of unnecessary sigos in the
transcription-superfluous letters-presumably so as to accommodate tbe spelling of the Indian language to the writing system of
the language of the larger society. This results in what this writer
calls the "ca-que-qui-co-cu syndrome," where "e" and "qu" both
stand for the sarne sound ( conventionally /k/ or [k]).
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The other type of problem is the use of digraphic <levices either
for sequences of dissimilar sounds or for single sounds. A good
example of the former is the use of repeated vowel letters not
for vowel length but for glottalized vowel, or for vowel plus glottal
stop. This is what the writer calls the "Hawaii syndrome,,, where
in the supposedly "correct" pronunciation of "Hawaii" the two
i's signal an intervening glottal stop. This is not to say that glottalization may not, in some languages, morphophonemically arise
between repeated vowel segments, or be allophonically associated
with long vowels. The problem lies in extending such an orthographic convenience to where it may not be appropriate-the .usage
seems to have spread uncritically as a tradition in much of American lndian linguistics.
The use of digraphic <levices for single sounds is common in
all the older published materiais and persists even in some modero
materiais. A person doing research in such materiais should be
well aware of the use of the digraphs "th", "sh", and "eh" for
8, s, and e, respectively. lncidentally, is likely to be represented
in older materiais by English speakers as "sh", by German speakers as' "sch,,, by French speakers as "eh", and by Spanish speakers
as ·"x" (as [s] was the conquistador pronunciation of this letter).
Sucb problems otherwise bélong to the introductory linguistics
class.
ln the area of morphology or grammar, the problem of its representation in descriptions is just as serious. First, of course, has
been the attempt to approximate the grammar of the language
being described to some familiar model for the person doing the
describing. Suspiciously Latin-like, French-like, or English-like
descriptions result. Unnecessary and erroneously identified categories that do not exist in the language may then have been set up,
and the real ones missed, or pulled apart and partially and wrongly
described.
ln some cases, categories have been completely missedinanimate "it" and "they" in an example just below; indicators of
specificity; modal and other types of markers; singularizing
markers or generalizers; etc. ln other cases, categories have been
misidentified-aspect for tense, obligatory plural for optional
plural, general imperative for second person imperative, etc. ln
still other cases, categories have been borrowed from extraneous
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languages: subjunctives, for instance, where they do not exist;
"here, there, and yonder'' distinctions which do not really coincide
with the actual systems; etc. And then there is the problem of
forced categories: making forros have plurals whether in
the language they have them or not; making obligatory singular
and plural forros where there is optional number marking; or
forcing "adjectives" into a language which does not have any
identifiable adjective form class of words.
ln one case, a linguist has analyzed participial suffixes in the
language he was describing as relative pronouns. It is true that,
because English does not have personal participles, we have to
translate or gloss forros containing these suffixes as "I who, you
who, he who, she who," etc. However, the linguist in question
depended on working through Spanish ( and consequently got no
pronoun forros for inanimate "it" or "they"-forros which this
writer has readily elicited for that particular language in the field),
and he did not have any spoken control of the language. He certainly failed to distinguish freestanding words from bound suffixial
forms in the language.
Some readers uti1izing modernly published materials to draw
their comparisons might balk at what they might feel to be controversial extensions of meaning. One missionary linguist, describing the "evidential forms" (indicating whether the evidence for
the action being reported is known by firsthand witnessing, or by
secondhand, hearsay evidence) in the verbs in the language he
was analyzing and describing, insisted that verbal forros from the
Bible be translated into it in direct, firsthand evidential forros
because he, and his potential converts, in their admirable zeal,
claimed that they had experienced the Bible firstband, and that
they were not just repeating what the Apostles had reported.
ln summary, the majority of South American Indian language
descriptions are inadequate. Their transcriptions imperfectly reflect the real data. Some grammatical categories are missed or
unevenly reported while others are overplayed. Even modem
models of descriptions well suited for languages similar to tbe
ones from whicb they were developed may prove maladaptive to
other languages, and engender analytic improvisations. Tbis problem, of course, is of concem to advanced linguistic tbeory and its
close control may not be expected of a novice linguistic field-
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worker. Then, all too many descriptions are deficient in that the
data on which they are based are not retrievable ( "salvageable")
-suffi.cient data are not provided for the reader to reorder the
materiais and develop alternate solutions. Yet these are the descriptions that subsequently serve as source data for the reader
who depends on published materiais. Descriptive preoccupations
are prevalent-but masked to the linguistically na1ve reader who is
confronted by seductively simple recordings.

CLASSIFICATIONS OF SOUTH AMERICAN INDIAN
LANGUAGES
REVIEW OF METHOOOLOGIES

It is on these kinds of underdifferentiated source data that current classifications of South American Indian languages stand. The
prospect of classification, because of the apparent abundance of
data, is tantalizing; the results are premature. What can be established 'by inspection of similar word lists are language families;
what involve increasing amounts of speculation on their establishment are stocks of language families, and then superstocks or
phyla containing stocks, language families, and language isolates.
Nevertheless, there remains the natural urge to take note of
those languages which are obviously similar, to group them into
families and stocks, and to try to see if apparently dissimilar languages and their language families aren't really somehow associated in the sarne phylum after all.
The conquistadores early noted that Maya was not anything like
N ahuatl, the language of the Aztecs, and that neither was anything like Quechua, the language of the Incas; they further noted
that the Chibcha spoke something else. Even before this they had
already noted that Arawak was not like Carib·, even though many
Arawaks also spoke Carib. The sarne measure of empiricism led
the academicians among the conquistadores to reject affi.liations
of any of these languages with Latin, Greek, or Hebrew, even
though they exclaimed, for example, that Maya defied the latter
three in the nature and degree of complexity of its grammar.
(See Newman 1967, for the history of the earliest official Spanish
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reaction to vemacular languages, particularly with regard to
Classic Nahuatl.) During the ensuing centuries of colonization
and missionization, the academicians-usually missionaries-were
able to point out groups of languages that were obviously similar
to each other, and to differentiate them from other such groupings or families of languages, e.g., Chibchan, Cariban, Guaicuruan,
Matacoan . . . These groupings, coupled with the observations of
other language families noted by the first scientific explorers in
South America during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, historically furnished the original base on which linguists
could build their classifications.
With the development of more sophisticated techniques of
analysis in linguistics in Europe in the late nineteenth century-and
particularly of the comparative method (by which the vocabulary
and grammatical forms of lndo-European languages were listed
in comparison with each other, so that the languages could be set
off in groups and subgroups according to their relative degrees of
similarity within the group, and so that proto-languages could be
hypothesized from which the later languages apparently had
evolved)-the promise was there for South American Indian languages to be reviewed to see whether something like this could
be done with them. The potential strength of the comparative
method, which had linked Germanic, Latin, and Greek with Sanskrit, might now be used to identify possible relations between
American Indian languages and the Old World languages, and
clarify the problem of the origin of the American Indians.
The full use of the comparative method in American Indian
linguistics did not take place until the 1930s when Bloomfield (see
Bloomfield 1925, 1946; Sapir 1931; and Hockett 1948) demonstrated its applicability to the central branch of the Algonquian
language family in North America. But the initial stage of collecting word lists from related languages potentially for comparative
purposes had already been established. The subsequent stage of
finding regular correspondences and setting up proto-forms
among these word lists lagged. Powell (1891) and Brinton (1891 ),
who made the earliest comprehensive classifications of North
American and South American Indian languages, respectively,
recognized that they were hampered by underdifferentiated and
poorly transcribed data. Rigorous p.roof of proto-languages could
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not yet be demonstrated; in fact, some linguists wondered-a few
still wonder-whether the comparative method could or even
should be applied to American Indian languages at all. Worse
yet, grammatical descriptions of South American Indian languages
were either so sparse or so modeled on Latin or modem European
languages that grammatical comparisons could not be relied on
either, much less made. A divergence of opinion arose among
linguists concerning the relative priorities of morphological over
phonological similarities in the apparent language families and
stocks being posited (see Rowe 1954, Hymes 1956, Voegelin and
Voegelin 1965). Brinton "stated . . . that, when the material permitted, he preferred to classify languages primarily according to
their grammatical structure because he believed that the morphology of a language is its most permanent feature" ( Rowe 1954: 19).
Powell, instead, gave primacy to the lexicon.
As said before, Brinton's approach was severely limited because of paucity of morphological descriptions; perforce, he had
to rely on lexical and phonological evidence. Because of the obscure nature of the phonological data, rigorous reconstruction
work by linguists ground to a halt in language family after language family, to start anew each time new data were incorporated,
only to stop again. But this approach, referred to as comparative
method linguistics, was retained for the procedure it provided, for
the rigorousness it promised, and for the weight it might lend
to claims of correspondences among the more distant resemblances that were occasionally spotted.
Sapir sought for the reinforcement of lexical criteria by morphological criteria in positing genetic classifications. Even where
lexical similarity was faint, if there were morphological similarity
he hypothesized ultimate superstock (phylum) membership for
the two languages or language families. Thus he was able to reduce
Powell's fifty-eight North American lndian language families to
six superstocks (Sapir 1929), some based on more apparent lexical similarities and some on more tenuous lexical similarities but
where the languages concemed shared general or exclusive morphological features ( e.g., of the sort: preponderantly polysynthetic
derivational systems as opposed to stem-and-inflection systems).
The promising results of Sapir's theories had led many linguists
in their search for lexical similarities to be inclined to accept even
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faint resemblances and to posit them as possible indicators of
very distant relationships. These linguists felt that if even the faintest outlying languages of stocks and superstocks could be detected, all that it would take would be additional future data to
demonstrate that these hunches were right. These collectors carne
to develop favorite lists of words (for example, Swadesh developed
his famous 100- and 200-word lists; see Swadesh 1955); a few
used very short lists (Loukotka used a list supposedly of 45, but
which in operation varied down to 12 or less)-they had followed
a tradition established by Brinton, who bad depended on a 21word list. Some words appeared to have correspondences in a
great many language families. Cases where presumed lexical
correspondences seemed to crosscut previously delimited language families were felt to provide reason enough to posit still
further superordinate superstocks or phyla with the rationalization
of several historical layers of borrowing and influencing as underlying tbe present stages of the languages involved. It seemed, in
this approach-now called phylum linguistics-that the evidence
worked up in this way pointed to the existence of very few phyla
of languages in the New World. Severa! of them were corífined
to North America, with an outlier or two in Central America and
perhaps even in northeastem Asia. A couple more were confined
mostly or entirely to Central America: Azteco-Tanoan, ZoqueMayan, Otomanguean. One spilled over from South America to
Central America: Macro-Chibchan. There seemed to be relatively
few more to be yielded by the still rough data in South America:
Greenberg (1960) suggests Andean-Equatorial and Gê-PanoCarib in addition to Macro-Chibchan. One, based mainly in North
America, seemed to have outliers in South America as well as in
Central America: Hokan. Zoque-Mayan has recently been extended to South America through evidence demonstrated by
Olson (1964, 1965) that Uru and Chipaya, in highland Bolivia,
are related to Mayan languages.
Divergent positions on these methodological concerns characterize the field of South American linguistics at the present time.
(They are explicated in Voegelin and Voegelin 1965.) Linguists
can be identified methodologically as giving basic priority to comparative method linguistics or to phylum linguistics, altbough any
linguist is liable to work in both-and to have his own favorite
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word list. Anyone doing a problem in South American lndian
linguistics will find himself at some point in his work forced to
take a stand. However, as the Voegelins point out, the two approaches are not necessarily incompatible. A substantial increase in
the demonstrations of Ianguage families by the comparative
method will be made and wide-scale reconsiderations of the numbers of phyla and of their contents will follow, and we may expect
that the results arrived at by either of the two methods will reinforce each other more and more during the seventies.
CURRENT CLASSIFICATIONS

The majority of linguistic families were established between the
late 1800s and the 1930s by such people as Brinton, Schuller,
Schmidt, and Rivet. Most of this work was further reproduced by
Rivet and others in the Journal de la Société des Américanistes de
Paris, especially between 1910 and 1940. These were the families
that John Alden Mason consolidated under one cover in Volume
6 of the Handbook of American Indians in 1950', together with
the sources that lay behind them and a map. As did Major
Powell's classification of North American Indian languages long
before, this compilation represents an approach in which only
well-demonstrated language families are used and in which phyla
are not erected. Loukotka, all during this time, independently was
reworking Rivet's and other source materials and consequently
presents a classification that resembles but does not always coincide with Mason's. Seen from the perspective of these two classifications, the later Greenberg and Swadesh ones may give the
impression of being further reworkings and consolidations of the
families already presented by Rivet, Mason, or Loukotka; but they
really represent completely new passes at tbe literature utilizing,
perhaps, the former only for their bibliographic resources.
Critiques of these various classifications especially in regard to
their methodologies are offered in Mason 1950, Rowe 1954,
Voegelin and Voegelin 1965, and Wilbert (in Loukotka 1968).
The f our classifications indicated above are the ones that currently exert influence in linguistics and anthropology. Two of
them represent the comparative method linguistics approach:
Mason 1950 and Loukotka 1968; the other two represent the
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phylum linguistics approach: Greenberg 1960 and Swadesh (see
Swadesh 1967).
Of the four, anthropologists have been most inclined to adopt
Greenberg's classification, for a number of reasons: because of its
generalizing nature, with only four phyla to cope with; because of
the reputation of Greenberg's success in consolidating the classification of African languages; because of the suggestions it presents for reconsidering migrational, diffusional, and other cultural
inferences from the distributions of his phyla; and, pragmatically,
because of its availability in the Steward and Faron textbook
( 1959) on South American Indians. Greenberg's classification is
based on the technique of mass comparison which he developed
(see Greenberg 1959a). It also evidences a dependency on the
typological resemblances of the items being compared, while at
the sarne time the procedure of mass comparison tends to educe
this inventory of typological resemblances as its own by-product.
The rationale behind mass comparison, which worked so well
among languages of Africa, is that ü any two languages are related
to each other at all, there will be some resemblances in their
vocabularies, and that ü other languages related to either of t1Íem
are also included in the comparison of vocabularies, even remoter resemblances stand a chance of showing up. Expressed in
a slightly different way, ü there are resemblances among the vocabularies of two or more languages that amount to more than a
certain critica! percentage ( that might otherwise be due to chance
resemblance) then these resemblances need some other explanation to explicate them: ü they are not restricted to certain parts
of the vocabulary-in which case they would be due to borrowing
-then the bulk of them will be due to genetic relationship. Mass
comparison is then further used to group languages into tentative
groups and subgroups. Only the hard work of comparativists is
needed to demonstrate these relationships rigorously.
What has happened is that Greenberg's classification, because
of the inadequacies of the source data, has resulted in a typological classification skewed essentially by the underdifferentiations
and other inadequacies of the source material. Greenberg claims
it to be a genetic classification; he feels that eventually comparativists will validate most of bis groups and subgroups. Before continuing with Greenberg, let us examine Swadesh's classification.
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Swadesh's consolidation of languages and language families
goes one step further. To put it in an extreme form, bis opinion
is that what most linguists consider "chance" resemblances between two disparate languages in two disparate language families
are really not "chance" but are dueto an ancient substratum upon
which the relationship between the two languages then could be
built. Where more than one set of such resemblances could be
posited, they were due to different layers of ancient substrata.
The antiquities of these substrata could be calculated through
lexicostatistic techniques; again expressed in an extreme form,
any two sets of word lists could be used to extract figures on the
degrees of relationship between the two languages, which can then
be recast in terms of centuries of separate evolution away from
each other. Swadesh eventually carne to view all languages of the
world as essentially related; it was just the matter of establishing
the degrees of relationships and of divergences that remainedand before bis untimely death Swadesh was busy at this. The jigsaw puzzle-like mesh-diagrams of the less distant and the more
distant relationships among groups of language families ( see
Swadesh 1967) suggest to comparative linguists the repeated
merging at varying historical depths of family tree models with
wavelike models of areal convergence and areal divergence in languages and branches of language families (see Bloomfield 1933).
The closer and more recent groupings among these represent
phyla, but all phyla, especially in the New World, share intricate
interrelationships. Although Swadesh's later hypotheses are largely
rejected by linguists because of their overly speculative nature, they
are nevertheless heuristic projections of the basic problems of
developing genetic models for language classification. And bis development of lexicostatistics along with bis classification has been
of inestimable value.
Returning to Greenberg, if his classification is taken to be an
adumbration of the eventual genetic distribution of languages in
South America, there are certain precautions that should be voiced
so as to be kept i.n mind. These precautions have to do with inferring cultural and migrational hypotheses from the classification.
As broached above, the writer feels that Greenberg's classification is effectively a typological one, more so than a genetic one.
This is not because Greenberg's methodology of mass comparison
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is faulty, but because he has had such poor data to work with.
Greenberg's phyla represent groupings of language families and of
languages that among themselves appear to share some feature
that in the opinion of this writer may often more appropriately be
ascribed to typological rather than to genetic similarity.
For instance, one phylum of languages, the Andean-Equatorial,
seems to include or to be based on a morphological criterion of
suffixation with a phonological tendency toward simple, open
syllabification. Yet if the distribution of the phonological units of a
given language is taken out of the phonotactic category of simple,
open syllables and put into that of complex, closed syllables by
the well-known and frequently opted linguistic alternative of reinterpreting suprasegmental features ( e.g., nasalization, glottalization) as segmentai, with their resultant effect of mounding within
the syllable ( e.g., -ka- vs. -kanq-, with nasalization reassessed in
the second as a separate n-like phoneme and glottalization reassessed as a separate q-like phoneme), then the language phonotactically could be thrown into another grouping by having a
closed-syllable CVCC pattem instead of an open-syllable CV pattern with no consonantal clusters, and would have to be classified
in a different grouping of languages. Or to go to an extreme, and
perhaps unlcind, example, if phonemicized or semi-phonemicized
( i.e., wide transcriptive) English data were listed under a nonEnglish language name (as if a non-English-knowing linguist had
taken it from an English-speaking enclave group as an Indian
language) it is conceivable that it might very well serve to fit in as
closely related (typologically, phonologically) to Araucanian, because of the kinds of word-medial consonant clusters shared by
both ( e.g., -fk-, -nc-, -tr-, -dm-, -lw-, etc.). ( Of course, this possibility is unlikely, as the geographical and other known historical
considerations of the language would reasonably be taken into
account in a fieldwork situation.)
The writer made a cursory attempt to search for cognates between Tukano, bis language of specialization (Sorensen 1969),
and Quechua, with which it should be relatively closely related
according to the Greenberg classification. ln addition to some
phonological similarities-and some clashing phonological dissimilarities (tones; glottalized vowels instead of glottalized consonants )-the two languages do have a suffixing type of morphology;
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in fact, the suffixal system is even more elaborate in Tukano than
in Quechua. But the concepts expressed in tbese suffixes and
their location in the series of position classes of suffixes are utterly
dissimilar. Attempts to find cognates that could be compared by
form and meaning among root or suffix morphemes were unsuccessful. (This is not to say that eventually some bridging language
may not be found to provide evidence for a genetic linkage between the two, or that wider bases on which to set up reconstructions for the two might not provide better evidence for tbeir
relations [as of the sort between English and Albanian].)
While he kept apart the Arawaks and Caribs by placing them
in the Andean-Equatorial and Gê-Pano-Carib pbyla, respectively,
Greenberg surprised many people by putting together certain unlikely, culturally divergent and problematic populations sucb as
the Gê with the Carib, and the Quechua with the Yahgan of Tierra
dei Fuego. The anthropologist concerned with these populations
may feel more comfortable if he regards the Greenberg classification purely as a typological one. Nevertheless, Greenberg's work
represents an important frontal attack on the problem of classification of South American Indian languages.

SEITING UP A SAMPLE PROBLEM
What procedure should the non-linguistic anthropologist follow
who wants to gain a working knowledge of the linguistic background of tbe people in whom he becomes interested? What
language family does their language belong to? Is there ambivalence over this? To what other language families might it eventually be proven to be related? On what kind of raw data is it
based? Is it still spoken?-thriving? Who are the people who stand
as authorities on this language?-on its family? Is there recent or
current work going on in it? Of what caliber? Let us, in the paragraphs below, take up a case for a triai run to establish the barest
of working bibliography ( and let us follow it up in the last paragraphs by a resumé of a suggested working procedure).
Say that you become interested in the symbiotic social organization that existed between the Mbayá and Guaná, so much so that
you want to re-examine the literature on them, and possibly visit
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the area to see if the situation still exists in vestigial form, or you
want to follow out some other social problem such as why were
the two groups seemingly predisposed to such an arrangement
and where did they separately come from prior to their mingling.
But first ( and as a non-linguist), you would like to summon up,
among other arguments, what kind of linguistic evidence may be
at your disposal for defining the groups, for indicating their possible closer relationships with other social groups, for reinforcing
the hypotheses you may make from your other data, or for suggesting hypotheses from possible linguistic cues; you may want to
consider how these peoples linguistically may fit in with respect
to the continent-wide general theory of Greenberg in case you discuss them with other people who are familiar with it, or in this
sarne regard you may independently want to assess or evaluate the
inclusion of either one of these languages in the Greenberg classification. And you stop to wonder, in recapitulating your questions,
whether "Mbayá" and "Guaná" were actually separate languages,
if the people who were called by these names lived so close together and were so dependent on each other.
The first step in the procedure is to go to a reference that
serves as a general bibliography, presumably fairly full up to the
time of publication. My own preferences are the J. Alden Mason
survey (1950) and the Loukotka one (1968). (Rivet 1952 or
Tovar 1961 may also profitably be used in these initial steps.)
But they are not so exhaustive. Tben I study the maps accompanying both these works in order to leam the locations of these
languages and what other languages and language families are
found in the vicinity. (Mason is inconvenient to use because an
index of language names is not fumished in the sarne volume and
one cannot always have the índex volume at bis disposal; McQuown 1955 may serve as an index.) We soon discover that
Mbayá and Guaná are indeed listed as separate languages, and
intriguingly as belonging to different language families. And to
more tban two different families, depending on which reference
book we are following. Loukotka lists Mbayá as belonging to the
Guaicurú Stock and Guaná to the Chané Group (Branch) of the
Arawakan Stock. And we find out that while wbat was called
Mba:yá is now extinct, a form of it called Caduveo is still spoken;
and that Guaná is still spoken. We go to Mason, and find "Mbya"
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listed as a member of the Tupí-Guaraní family, and a footnoted
remark: "Distinguish from Guaicuru Mbaya" (p. 237). We excitedly take a moment and check in Loukotka and do find an
"Mbyha" listed in the Guaraní Group of the Tupí Stock. This already means some serious searching in the ethnographic literature
as well as in the linguistic literature to make sure of which Mbayá
we want. But let us check Guaná while we have Mason open. It is
not easily found. We finally locate our first "Guaná" (by using the
index volume) as the previous name of a language-and-family
subsequentJy renamed Maca, which then is part of a "probably"
but not "proved" combined Macaco-Maca set of families. This
reference alerts us to check Arawak and Guaná. We make a bypass again through Guaicurú where we find a comment that "some
of the scattered groups of Guana ( q. v.), . . . apparently originally spoke Arawakan." Searching further, we finally find Guaná
listed geographically in the Paraná subdivision of the Southem
Arawakan languages; we are tantalizingly informed of a terminological "Guana/Chana/ Chane" problem. We note that in bis introduction to the Arawakan grouping, Mason relies on Schmidt
and Loukotka; he mentions that Rivet holds a contlicting view, so
""we decide we shall also have to check out Rivet in our assignment.
Ali in ali, we are well set up in a classic South American linguistic
problem where we must first eliminate hypotheses of misidentification while proceeding with the appropriate ones.
Our next step is to locate some basic specialized source on the
language families: let us say Noble for Arawakan; Pottier for
Tupían; but who for Guaicurú and who for Chané? For the latter,
we will have to decide for ourselves from investigating Mason's
and Loukotka's bibliographies. We are also aware that we must
build up specialized portions of our bibliographies from the above
sources, and double-check on what they interpret as the relationships of these given languages to their respective families or stocks.
Let us for a moment reflect on what hypotheses the Greenberg
classification might provide. We find a "Mbaya" and a "Chane"
listed, as Tupí and Chané respectively, which are then in the
sarne group of languages under the Equatorial Subfamily of the
Andean-Equatorial family. Just in case, we note that Mataco and
Guaicurú are groups under the Macro-Panoan Subfamily of the
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Gê-Pano-Carib Family. (Tax 1960 may be used to correlate languages from the McQuown 1955 inventory into the Greenberg
classification.)
Our single most important step at this stage of the game is to
go to the original data on the two languages involved, then to the
reconstructed data (if any exist) of the language families involved
or to the raw data of some member of each of these families close
to whom the rest of the family is supposed to be based. But of all
these, the most important is to see the raw data for Mbayá and
Guaná ( or the various Mbayás and Guanás until we know which
ones we need) and to evaluate these data impressionistically as
to how usable we think they really are in the sense emphasized in
this paper. Who are the sources? We know we will now find out
which sources are primary and which secondary by investigating
them all. We have a start in Loukotka; we need now to make
longer lists of forms.
What is the recent work on these languages, and on the language families they may belong to? The best place to start checking for recent work is in the indexes of languages at the end of
the volumes of the International Journal of Linguistics. Neither
Mbayá nor Guaná are listed recently; there is no published evidence through this important source of ongoing work. You are
now thrown on your own to spot references in new, and probably
non-linguistic, literature. You may have to contact some individual
personally who you think may be familiar with the Chaco area for
leads; etc.
As in other academic problems, you will have to decide where
to delimit your inquiry-how far to go in investigating possible
leads in other language families-in checking out whether you
will accept one interpretation over another, etc. You should not
blindly follow one theory, but you should carry the inquiry at
least to the first stage of contradiction, because ü you don't, the
next researcher may. And unless you plan to become a linguist,
you must not allow your inquiry to run more than several sessions
in the library over a week or two, because the problem can sabotage the rest of your work either by bogging you down in detail or
by running you on endlessly into ali sorts of related hypotheses to
double-check.

Arthur P. Sorensen, Jr.
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FUTIJRE NEEDS
Many problems are to be found in South American Indian
linguistics that need anthropological and linguistic investigation
and formalization. A few have been suggested in earlier parts of
this paper. A wide variety of sociolinguistic situations are to be
found that need documenting: instances of bilingualism; statuses
of lndian and other languages in various national settings, especially where some may emerge as politically important languages,
e.g., Quechua in the central Andean highlands or Taki Talei in
Guyana. More work is needed to ascertain the relationships among
languages within language families and stocks so as to provide
more substantial bases for critiques on their potential phylum
classifications. A great deal of work needs to be done on the ethnographic circumstances of these languages. The discovery and
description of language and culture problems in South America has
barely begun.
But the writer insists that there are certain very basic needs.
Carefully analyzed language descriptions based on skillfully collected data is foremost. (lt is a shame that this can be regarded as
academically unpopular.) Some fieldworkers-missionaries as well
as anthropologists-for whom linguistics is of tedious, secondary
interest may be too willing to settle for minimally sufficient attitudes or packaged-product models. The writer recommends that
experienced linguistic fieldworkers in particular be óetter facilitated
academically to continue collecting data.

CRITICAL ATTITUDE FOR READER
The criticai attitude elaborated in this paper refiects a personal
discovery of the pitfalls and shortcomings that menace a researcher
particularly in dealing with the linguistic literature on South American Indian languages. lt is easy to understand the impatience and
enthusiasm of workers in this fascinating wide-open area. lt is
much harder to realize that the bulk of interpretive statements in
it so far have been based on inadequate and underdifferentiated
data.
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